
 

 

Complete the blanks with the corresponding 

pronouns to know the story of "The Witch and its 

Evil Enchantment". 

 

Many years ago, a witch created an evil enchantment 

to keep people away from her home.   .................. could be cursed just by 

passing by in front of her house. .................. threatened to kill the witch, 

but ........................ dared. The effects of the spell on people were varied, 

...................... became blind, .............. mute. .................. knew what 

would happen to the next person.  ..…………….. knew what to do. One day 

.................... of the people volunteered to form a committee and go talk 

to the witch. They were very scared.  ………. of them were afraid and their 

legs were shaking. They knocked on the door and after a long time the 

witch opened the door. They found out that the only thing the witch 

wanted was that the children would not play near her house, because the 

noise bothered her. ..................... proposed an agreement. They would 

build a park where the children could play. From that day, ..................... 

was enchanted with the evil enchantment and .................. .. lived in 

harmony in the village.  

 Anyone       No one      some    none   

   Many         All        everyone        Nobody 

    some         no one       Someone      others 

Indefinite pronouns Name__________________________ 
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Complete the blanks with the corresponding 

pronouns to know the story of "The Witch and its 

Evil Enchantment". 

 

 

Many years ago, a witch created an evil enchantment to 

keep people away from her home.   .. Anyone.. could be cursed just by 

passing by in front of her house. ... Many.... threatened to kill the witch, 

but .... none  ..... dared. The effects of the spell on people were varied, .. 

some.... became blind, others... mute. . No one      .. knew what would 

happen to the next person.  . Nobody. knew what to do. One day .. some  

.. of the people volunteered to form a committee and go talk to the witch. 

They were very scared.  All  . of them were afraid and their legs were 

shaking. They knocked on the door and after a long time the witch 

opened the door. They found out that the only thing the witch wanted 

was that the children would not play near her house, because the noise 

bothered her. .. Someone  .. proposed an agreement. They would build a 

park where the children could play. From that day, ... no one       ... was 

enchanted with the evil enchantment and .. everyone  .. lived in harmony 

in the village. 


